Botanical Assistance
Any work carried out by the Valfredda nursery for assistance in the construction
and / or design will be charged the following costs:
For consultancy in the office on paper or digital media of the customer, value
of € 70 / hour
For consultancy with site inspection: € 400 per day plus travel expenses (Travel /
Hotel / Stay)
Botanical assistance means work to be carried out independently or in
assistance to clients in designing the spaces based on the given quotas and
location of the plants chosen by name and type in the intended spaces.
The various degrees of our botanical assistance will be established in a specific
dedicated contract

THE STEPS OF BOTANICAL ASSISTANCE

O KNOWLEDGE MEETING:

Free meeting at our office (or digitally) to understand our work philosophy and
propose a first concept to understand if our work reflects the idea of the client

1 INITIAL SURVEY:
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Also in this case where possible we work remotely in digital. If there is a specific
need or if the request is from the client, the inspection can take place in
physical form with the aforementioned costs

2 DRAFT PLANTING PROJECT:

Development of the project with insertion of the varieties and first setting of
spaces. If the work responds to requests, the last step is reached

3 SITE SETTING:

Detailed definition of the planting design, variety list and planting density.

4 EXTRAS:

Any additional assistance will be quantified by maintaining the hourly cost
indicated in this offer based on the number of hours employed.
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